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Shifter Mates
Penguin Two hot Shifters Unbound novellas are in one volume—Lone Wolf,
in which a wolf Shifter and self-proclaimed cowboy falls in love with a
human woman taking refuge among them, and Feral Heat, in a which
shifter, trying to free his kind from their Collars, ﬁnds his bond mate. By a
New York Times best-selling author. Original.

Mate Bond
Penguin Together but unbound, they must learn what it means to love
completely, in the latest novel from the New York Times bestselling author
of Wild Wolf. To cement the leadership of his North Carolina Shiftertown,
Bowman O’Donnell agreed to a “mating of convenience.” Two powerful
wolf shifters, he and Kenzie keep the pack in order and are adored by all.
Bowman would do anything to protect Kenzie, for in each other’s arms
they’ve found far more than friendship. But as strong as their attachment
is, they still haven’t formed the elusive mate bond—the almost magical
joining of true mates. Now with a monster ravaging the countryside and
threatening the Shiftertown community, some in the pack fear that a pair
without a true mate bond isn’t strong enough to lead. Bowman and Kenzie
will have to rely on their instinctive trust in one another to save their
Shifters—and the ensuing battle will either destroy them or give them the
chance to seize the love they’ve always craved.
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Bear Attraction
A Shifters Unbound Novella
Penguin Jennifer Ashley’s New York Times bestselling Shifters Unbound
series continues as a Shifter and a human are faced with the unexpected,
undeniable pull of a bond… As the military liaison between the human
Shifter Bureau and Shiftertown, Walker is often stuck trying to appease
both sides—and angering both. So when bear-Shifter Rebecca is captured
taking a run in a restricted area, Walker has to talk fast to get her
released. The compromise: if Rebecca helps him ﬁnd a missing
woman—thought to have been abducted by a Shifter—she won’t be
charged and executed. Mate-less Rebecca is not happy to be under
Walker’s supervision. As a bear used to roaming for miles, she hates being
conﬁned and restricted, she distrusts anything involving humans,
and—worst of all—the strong and handsome Walker starts triggering her
mating need. They have no choice but to work together, and as they
continue their search for the missing girl, uncovering secrets neither
Shifters nor humans want them to know, both Walker and Rebecca ﬁnd it
hard not to mix business with pleasure… Includes a preview of Jennifer
Ashley’s upcoming novel Mate Bond. Praise for the Shifters Unbound
series: “Ashley’s Shifter world is exciting, sexy, and magical.”—Yasmine
Galenorn, New York Times bestselling author “A must-buy series for
paranormal romance lovers.”—Fiction Vixen “Scorchingly sensual...Highadrenaline suspense.”—Booklist “A superb, well-written paranormal
series.”—Fresh Fiction Jennifer Ashley, New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author of Mate Bond and winner of a Romance Writers of
America RITA Award, also writes as national bestselling and award-winning
author Allyson James. She lives in the Southwest with her husband and
cats, and spends most of her time in the wonderful worlds of her stories.

Pride Mates
A Shifters Unbound Novel
Penguin Collared and controlled, Shifters are outcast from humanity, forced
to live in Shiftertowns. But waiting within are passions that no collar can
contain... Like most Shifters, Liam Morrissey has learned that trusting
humans leads to no good. But when beautiful attorney Kim Fraser enters
Shiftertown alone in order to prove her client's innocence, Liam's alpha
nature leaves him no choice but to oﬀer his protection.
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Adam
Riding Hard
Jennifer Ashley Stuntman Adam Campbell returns home to Riverbend, Texas,
after being seriously injured in a movie stunt gone wrong. He settles in to
heal at his family’s ranch, where his four brothers, famous trick riders,
train horses. Adam is stunned to ﬁnd Bailey Farrell working there–she was
the shy girl who’d helped Adam graduate high school so he could run oﬀ to
Hollywood. Except the budding Bailey, with whom Adam had a brief but
intense aﬀair, has blossomed into a beautiful woman. Now the sparks that
had once ignited between them threaten to explode. Adam is beaten-up,
broken-down, and has lost his nerve—the stunt that injured him also killed
his best friend. The only one he can turn to is Bailey, but will Bailey, who
has come back to Riverbend to lick her wounds after a painful divorce, be
willing to help him again? Book 1 of Riding Hard.

The Last Warrior
Shifters Unbound, Book 13
Iron Master
Jennifer Ashley Stuart Reid is an Iron Master—a Dark Fae with a rare ability
to make iron do his bidding. Exiled by the High Fae who fear him, he now
lives in a simple house in Shiftertown outside Las Vegas, watching over
Peigi, a bear Shifter woman, and the cubs she cares for. Peigi, rescued
from an evil Shifter and welcomed into the Vegas Shiftertown, knows Reid
and the cubs have helped her survive and heal. She also knows Reid is
alone and lonely, a strong man coping with his exile. The bond she feels
pulling her to him scares the crud out of her—she’s been down this road
before. When Reid’s people send him a desperate call for help, Peigi
senses danger to him—too much of it. She ﬁnds she’ll do anything, even
sacriﬁce herself and her happiness, to keep him safe. A Shifters Unbound
full-length novel.

Unbound
Penguin Desire is released in these all-new stories by four masters of
paranormal romance… New York Times bestselling author Angela Knight
revisits the world of Guardian and genetically engineered Temporal
Enforcers Dona and Alerio who combine their talents—and ﬁght their
passions—as they investigate a time-travel murder spree. USA Today
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bestselling author Jennifer Ashley continues her Shifters Unbound series as
Bear Shifter Cormac is determined to take single mom Nell as his mate,
despite her objections—until her sons are endangered and she desperately
needs help. National bestselling author Jean Johnson returns to her Vulland
Chronicles: On the run after being falsely accused of treason, ex-prince
Kiereseth and his companion Vielle take refuge in a snow-bound cabin—and
in each other’s arms. And Hanna Martine expands on the fascinating world
she introduced in Liquid Lies. After dissolving their arranged marriage so
he can win her on his own terms, Ofarian guard David pairs up with the
heartbroken Kelsey to try to thwart an enemy to their race.

The Care & Feeding of Pirates
Honoria Ardmore is stunned when her supposedly dead husband, pirate
Christopher Raine, returns after a four-year absence to reclaim the woman
he loves.

Beast Behaving Badly
Kensington Publishing Corp. “Shelly Laurenston’s shifter books are full of
oddball characters, strong females with attitude and dialogue that can
have you laughing out loud.” —The Philadelphia Inquirer Some men just
have more to oﬀer. Like hard-muscled, shape-shifting Bo Novikov--part
polar bear, part lion, pure alpha… Ten years after Blayne Thorpe ﬁrst
encountered Bo Novikov, she still can't get the smooth-talking shifter out
of her head. Now he's shadowing her in New York--all seven-plus feet of
him--determined to protect her from stalkers who want to use her in shifter
dogﬁghts. Even if he has to drag her oﬀ to an isolated Maine town where
the only neighbors are other bears almost as crazy as he is. Let sleeping
dogs lie. Bo knows it's good advice, but he can't leave Blayne be. Blame it
on her sweet sexiness--or his hunch that there's more to this little wolfdog
than meets the eye. Blayne has depths he hasn't yet begun to fathom-much as he'd like to. She may insist Bo's nothing but a pain in her
delectable behind, but polar bears have patience in spades. Soon she'll
realize how good they can be together. And when she does, animal instinct
tells him it'll be worth the wait… "Non-stop laughter, snark, and witty
banter." –SmexyBooks Praise for the novels of Shelly Laurenston
"Delicious, sexy and wicked fun!" --New York Times bestselling author Gena
Showalter on Bear Meets Girl

Bad Wolf
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Shifters Unbound
Jennifer Ashley Wolf Shifter Broderick is stuck looking after his three
younger brothers and a Collar-less Shifter who is driving him crazy, but
he’s putting up with it for Joanne, the human woman he, for some reason,
wants to impress. Joanne Greene, while grateful to Broderick for rescuing
her sister, doesn’t know what to make of him. She’s been a loner most of
her life, better able to relate to computers and coding than to people, until
she’s drawn into the world of the Shifters. Broderick is everything Joanne
is not—a ﬁghter and a tracker, from a rough-and-tumble family, better at
working with his hands than understanding the netherworld of Joanne’s
computer programmer life. Broderick is also extremely protective, wanting
to draw her under his care as he does everyone else. When Broderick is
captured, mistaken for a Guardian, it’s Joanne who ﬁgures out that hackers
are after the Guardian Network, the database that holds the deep secrets
of Shifters past and present. Strangely Broderick now holds the key to
stopping the hackers from releasing deadly danger on the Shifters, and
Joanne with her coding skills is the only one who can help him. A short
novel of the Shifters Unbound series. Events take place after Bear
Attraction.

The Wild Moon
I'll do whatever it takes to be free of him. Eight months ago, my exboyfriend decided that if he couldn't have me, then nobody could. What
should have been the best night of my life was ruined. Stripped of friends,
my parents, and denied a mate, my Soulshift was a disaster I didn't see
coming. By now I should have been making my own family, instead I'm still
searching for the one he destroyed. Once a month I slink back to my
hometown for the Wild Moon. It sucks having to relive everything, but it's
better than being hunted by the Alpha for breaking his rules. This time
though, everything changes. When the Wild Moon ﬁnally shows me my
mate, my last spark of hope dies. It's him. The man who destroyed my life.
There's no way I'm letting that happen. Instead I'm leaving town for good,
and while I'm at it, I'm going to ﬁnd my parents. Even if rejecting the bond
kills me. Because anything is better than being Soulbound to him.

Feral Heat
Shifters Unbound Novella
Penguin From the author of Lone Wolf comes a paranormal romance about
two lovers torn between ecstasy and savagery… Jace Warden is sent to the
Shiftertown in Austin to ﬁnd a way to free all Shifters from their Collars.
But pulling oﬀ the Collars can cause Shifters to go mad or kill them
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outright. In Austin, Jace meets Deni Rowe, a wolf Shifter with troubles of
her own—she was deliberately run down in the road, and while her body
has healed, she still has episodes of total memory loss during which she
retreats into her pure animal self. Jace has never met anyone like Deni.
Courageous and beautiful, she volunteers to help him test the Collar
removal. And as Deni and Jace work together, they feel the mate bond
begin. But can Jace help Deni believe she can heal enough to be anyone’s
true mate? This sixteen chapter novella includes a preview of the upcoming
Shifters Unbound novel Wild Wolf.

White Tiger
Penguin “With her patented page-singeing sensuality” (Booklist), New York
Times bestselling author Jennifer Ashley returns to the primal and
passionate world of her Shifters Unbound series as a woman is lured into
the shadows of a dangerous manhunt... For twenty years, Kendrick, a
white tiger Shifter, has been the Guardian of un-Collared Shifters who
spend their lives living in secret—and in fear of being shunted into
Shiftertowns. When Kendrick’s group is discovered and forced to ﬂee,
Kendrick is more desperate than ever to protect them In a diner in the
middle of nowhere, lonely waitress Addison Price has seen a lot of unusual
drifters come and go, but none has ever captivated—and intimidated—her
like the imposing fugitive who wields a broadsword with incredible skill.
But when he risks all to protect her, Addison’s fear turns to empathy—and
empathy to desire as she learns more about her savior. Soon she’s more
than willing to help the crushingly sensual white tiger and his cubs in a
passionate bid for freedom. Whatever the cost.

The Beast
Penguin Fan favorite couple Rhage and Mary return in this gripping novel in
the #1 New York Times bestselling Black Dagger Brotherhood series.
Nothing is as it used to be for the Black Dagger Brotherhood. The slayers
of the Lessening Society are stronger than ever, preying on human
weakness to acquire more money, more weapons, more power. But as the
Brotherhood readies for an all-out attack on them, one of their own ﬁghts a
battle within himself... For Rhage—the Brother with the biggest appetites,
but also the biggest heart—life was supposed to be perfect. Or at the very
least, perfectly enjoyable. But he can’t understand or control the panic and
insecurity that plague him. Terriﬁed, he must reassess his priorities after
suﬀering a mortal injury. And the answer, when it comes to him, rocks
his—and his beloved Mary’s—world...
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Pleasure Unbound
Number 1 in series
Hachette UK Tayla Mancuso is a demon-slayer who hungers for sensual
pleasure - but fears it will always be denied her. Until she lands in a
hospital run by demons in disguise, and the head doctor, Eidolon, makes
her body burn with unshakable desire. But to prove her ultimate loyalty to
her peers, she must betray the surgeon who saved her life. Eidolon cannot
resist this ﬁery, dangerous woman who ﬁlls him with both rage and
passion. Not only is she his enemy, but she could very well be the hunter
who has been preying upon his people. Torn between his need for the truth
and his quest to ﬁnd his perfect mate before a horriﬁc transformation
claims him forever, Eidolon will dare the unthinkable - and let Tayla
possess him, body and soul . . .

Tiger Magic
Penguin He was once a captive, but his urges were never caged. Now he’ll
release them on a beautiful stranger whose own secret desires are longing
to be sated… He doesn’t have a name. He doesn’t have a clan. The humans
who held him prisoner for forty years have taken them away. He knew
nothing but captivity until nearly a year ago, when he was released into
the light. Now Tiger lives in the Austin Shiftertown, where he struggles to
belong and searches for an identity. Carly Randal thinks her fabulous life is
complete—until her car breaks down on the side of the road, and a wildlooking Shifter is the only one to help her. Tiger takes one look at Carly
and knows instantly—she will be his mate. As Carly is drawn into his Shifter
world, she risks everything she has for that forbidden something she still
wants: passionate love.

Dr. Strange Beard
A Small Town Romantic Comedy
Cipher-Naught From the NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, & USA
TODAY bestselling series Hunches, horse races, and heartbreak Ten years
after Simone Payton broke his heart, all Roscoe Winston wants is a
doughnut. He’d also like to forget her entirely, but that’s never going to
happen. Roscoe Winston remembers everything—every look, every word,
every single unrequited second—and the last thing he needs is another
memory of Simone. Unfortunately, after one chance encounter, Simone
keeps popping up everywhere he happens to be . . . Ten years after Roscoe
Winston dropped out of her life, all Simone Payton wants is to exploit him.
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She’d also like some answers from her former best friend about why he
ghosted her, but if she never gets those answers, that’s a-okay. Simone let
go of the past a long time ago. Seriously, she has. She totally, totally has.
She is deﬁnitely not still thinking about Roscoe. Nope. She’s more than
happy to forget he exists. But ﬁrst, she needs just one teeny-tiny favor . . .
Dr. Strange Beard is a full-length romantic comedy novel, can be read as a
stand-alone, and is the ﬁfth book in the USA TODAY bestselling Winston
Brothers series. ***** Read the entire Winston Brothers series! Beauty and
the Mustache Book #0.5 USA Today Bestseller Truth or Beard Book #1 USA
Today Bestseller Grin and Beard It #2 USA Today Bestseller Beard Science
#3 USA Today Bestseller Beard in Mind #4 USA Today Bestseller Dr.
Strange Beard #5 New York Times Bestseller Beard with Me #5.5 (Coming
September 2019) Beard Necessities #6 (Coming October 2019) ***** Topics:
contemporary romance, romantic comedy, southern romance, small town,
series, geek romance, nerdy girl romance, nerdy girl, geek girl, romantic
comedy series, comedy, comedy series, funny romance, laugh romance,
modern romance, urban romance, Tennessee, Tennessee romance, USA
today, new york times bestselling author, USA today bestseller, USA Today
bestseller, small town romance, friends to lovers romance, enemies to
lovers romance, smart romance, something funny to read, lighthearted
romance, light romance, hot romance, Penny Reid, penny reid romance,
beard romance, bearded, wanderlust romance, romance novel, romance
book, romantic comedy books, romance for adults, romance books, funny
romance, funny romance, funny books, comedy books free, rom com,
hilarious, romance series, romance books, beach reads, new adult, college,
funny, female, stories, sensual, sensual romance, alpha male, hot guy,
racy, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing
books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary romance, romance
series, long series, long romance series, bearded hero, sassy, captivating
romance, hot, hot romance, mistaken identity romance, sparks, loyalty,
swoon, interracial romance, African American heroine, childhood friends to
lovers, second chance romance, virgin romance, bearded brothers, saga

Hard Mated
Shifters Unbound
Jennifer Ashley Spike, a wildcat Shifter and the champion ﬁghter of
Shiftertown, is stunned when Myka, the best friend of a dying human
woman, announces that Spike has fathered a cub. What's more, the mother
is giving the boy to Spike to protect and raise. Myka, who'd been raised by
an abusive stepfather, is not sure that a wild ﬁghter named Spike is the
best man to bring up the cute little jaguar cub. She goes to Shiftertown to
check out Spike, and ﬁnds that the man behind the name is a lonely Shifter
who's lost most of his family and is a ﬁerce caretaker to those he has left.
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Spike is torn between the cub and his duties as tracker to the Shiftertown
leader and asks Myka, the only person who understands, to help him. He
starts to like the sassy Myka, a horse trainer who's not afraid of working
with animals, even if they're wildcats who turn into humans. When Spike's
job puts his cub and Myka in danger, he is forced to choose between those
to whom he's pledged his loyalty and his need to protect the woman and
cub he's come to love. Book 3.5 of Shifters Unbound (Austin Shifters)

The Fifth Vital
Mike Majlak USA TODAY BESTSELLING BOOK! Mike Majlak was a seventeenyear-old from a loving, middle-class family in Milford, Connecticut, when he
got caught up in the opioid epidemic that swept the nation. For close to a
decade thereafter, his life was a wasteland of darkness and despair. While
his peers were graduating from college, buying homes, getting married,
having kids, and leading normal lives, Mike was snorting OxyContin,
climbing out of cars at gunpoint, and burying his childhood friends. Unable
to escape the noose of addiction, he eventually lost the trust and support
of everyone who had ever loved him. Alone, with nothing but drugs to keep
him company, darkness closed in, and the light inside him--the last ﬂicker
of hope--began to dim. His dreams, potential, and future were all being
devoured by a relentless addiction too powerful to ﬁght. Despair ﬁlled him
as he realized he wasn't going to survive. Somehow, he did... HE NOT ONLY
SURVIVED, HE THRIVED. Now he's a social media personality with millions
of followers, and an entrepreneur, marketer, podcaster, YouTuber, and
author who hopes to use his voice to shine a light for those whose own
lights have grown dim. This is his story.

BodyGuard
Jennifer Ashley Elizabeth Chapman is saved from an armed robber by a giant
Kodiak bear who shifts into a large, well-muscled, and fully naked human
male. But when it's revealed that the robber is the brother of a dangerous
criminal, Elizabeth ﬁnds herself the target of a vendetta. Ronan, the bear
Shifter, takes her to Shiftertown for safety, where Elizabeth learns that the
mateless Ronan, alone in the world, takes care of Shifters who have also
been left on their own. Having grown up in foster care, Elizabeth can only
admire how protective Ronan is. But Ronan will only let Elizabeth leave the
conﬁnes of Shiftertown if he becomes her 24/7 bodyguard. Elizabeth chafes
at the restriction, but agrees. The trouble is, the sassy human Elizabeth is
triggering Ronan's long-buried need to ﬁnd himself a mate. Book 2.5 of
Shifters Unbound (Austin Shifters)
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Shifter Made
A Shifters Unbound Novella
Jennifer Ashley Alanna, sister to a Fae prince, is sent on a thankless mission-to return to medieval Ireland and coerce a Shifter to craft an incredible
sword. Niall O’Connell, master sword maker of the old Kingdom of Ciarrai,
hates Fae, resenting the time when Shifters were little better than Fae
slaves. But Alanna's heartbreaking story and her beauty are diﬃcult to
resist. Together, she and Niall forge a sword that changes Shifter history,
at the same time forging an unbreakable bond between their hearts. This
novella is prequel to the Shifters Unbound series, a standalone story that
tells how the Sword of the Guardian came to be.

Wild Wolf
Penguin In the latest Shifters Unbound novel, a man has resigned himself to
a life half lived. But a beautiful, courageous woman has him longing for
something more… Graham McNeil knows that his pack is unruly, but he’s
not sure he can take the next step toward Shiftertown stability—choosing a
new mate. After losing his mate and son long ago, Graham has worked
hard to keep his heart in check. And even if he was inclined to bind himself
again, his girlfriend, Misty, is human—a fact that won’t sit well with
Graham’s old-fashioned wolves. But Graham is up against a new enemy,
one who could spell danger and death to all of Shiftertown. Graham must
now defend his leadership and save Misty, the woman he has grown to
love—before Shiftertown is pulled into an all-out war.

Fragrant Flute of Fire: Poems on
Love...Life...Revolution
Saswati Das The book is a passionate journey through varied emotions
experienced in human life. It voices from the pain of loneliness and
yearning of heart for love to the radiance of such idealism that can
transcend all pain and sacriﬁce all joy for the sake of service above self. It
gloriﬁes the innocence of romantic love to the height of divinity and then
breaks all barriers of individualism to mingle itself with universal love. This
tale of poems worships the strength of youth power, their ardent passion
and their invincible courage which is capable of perishing all injustice from
humanity. On one hand it speaks of the beauty of friendship, love, hope
and purity of the child in us and on the other hand, it reveals the ugliness
and evils that exist in our society and tarnish this beautiful earth of ours. It
voices the pain of the oppressed and the unfortunate and urges the youth
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to change this world into a better place to live in. The simplicity of the
language can convey its message to people from all walks of life and the
depth of feelings reﬂected in the words can touch even a soul, which has
never seen the world through the melody of poems, and make it love
poetry.

The Leaving
Bloomsbury Publishing Eleven years ago, six ﬁve-year-olds went missing
without a trace. After all this time, the people left behind have moved on,
or tried to. Until today. Now ﬁve of those kids are back. They're sixteen,
and they are ... ﬁne. Scarlett comes home and ﬁnds a mother she barely
recognises, and doesn't really know who she's supposed to be, either. But
she remembers Lucas. Lucas remembers Scarlett, too, but they can't recall
where they've been or what happened to them. Neither of them remember
the sixth victim, Max. He doesn't come back and everyone wants answers.
Addictive and unforgettable, The Leaving seethes with rich characters,
tense storytelling and high stakes.

Nightwalker
Stormwalker, Book 4
Jennifer Ashley A crossbow’s twang in the middle of the night warns me that
an enterprising vampire slayer has come to kill my resident Nightwalker,
Ansel, a permanent guest in my Crossroads Hotel and my friend. When I
and my dragon boyfriend, Mick, intervene to save Ansel’s un-life, we
discover that the attack is only the beginning of an oncoming storm. I
already have my hands full trying to keep my evil half-sister under control,
planning for my father’s upcoming wedding, and ﬁguring out what the
woman who claims to be Coyote’s wife wants. On top of that, I have a few
dragons on my back, plus I’m worrying about Mick, who’s behaving
strangely again. It seems that every slayer around is now is after Ansel,
who fears he killed the woman he loves in a Nightwalker frenzy. Things are
made more complicated by the fact that Ansel and his girlfriend might have
unearthed an artifact of incredible magic. Now I have to choose between
protecting Ansel or facing the most powerful magical beings in the world,
who are willing to destroy me, Mick, her hotel, and everyone I’ve ever
cared about to get to Ansel and his secrets.

Perfect Mate
Penguin New York Times bestselling author Jennifer Ashley continues her
Shifters Unbound series with the tale of a hot hunk of a bear Shifter on the
hunt for a mate… Cormac has been moving from one Shiftertown to the
next in search of a mate. Now he’s in Southern Nevada, where a beautiful,
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unmated bear Shifter greets him…with a shotgun in her hands. Nell is a
hot-tempered mother of two cubs, and she doesn’t take kindly to new
Shifters showing up in town without her consent—even one with a sexy
smile and brilliant blue eyes. But when her sons are endangered and she
desperately needs help protecting them, Cormac proves he’s worthy of her
trust as well as her desire. Includes previews for Jennifer Ashley’s
upcoming WILD WOLF and RULES FOR A PROPER GOVERNESS Praise for the
Shifters Unbound series “A must-buy series for paranormal romance
lovers.”—Fiction Vixen “Ashley’s Shifter world is exciting, sexy, and
magical.”—Yasmine Galenorn, New York Times bestselling author Perfect
Mate previously appeared in Unbound Jennifer Ashley, New York Times and
USA Today bestselling author and winner of a Romance Writers of America
RITA Award, also writes as national bestselling and award-winning author
Allyson James. She lives in the Southwest with her husband and cats, and
spends most of her time in the wonderful worlds of her stories.

Punk 57
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform From New York Times Bestselling
Author, Penelope Douglas, comes the latest standalone love-hate
romance... "We were perfect together. Until we met." Misha I can't help but
smile at the lyrics in her letter. She misses me. In ﬁfth grade, my teacher
set us up with pen pals from a diﬀerent school. Thinking I was a girl, with a
name like Misha, the other teacher paired me up with her student, Ryen.
My teacher, believing Ryen was a boy like me, agreed. It didn't take long
for us to ﬁgure out the mistake. And in no time at all, we were arguing
about everything. The best take-out pizza. Android vs. iPhone. Whether or
not Eminem is the greatest rapper ever... And that was the start. For the
next seven years, it was us. Her letters are always on black paper with
silver writing. Sometimes there's one a week or three in a day, but I need
them. She's the only one who keeps me on track, talks me down, and
accepts everything I am. We only had three rules. No social media, no
phone numbers, no pictures. We had a good thing going. Why ruin it? Until
I run across a photo of a girl online. Name's Ryen, loves Gallo's pizza, and
worships her iPhone. What are the chances? F*ck it. I need to meet her. I
just don't expect to hate what I ﬁnd. Ryen He hasn't written in three
months. Something's wrong. Did he die? Get arrested? Knowing Misha,
neither would be a stretch. Without him around, I'm going crazy. I need to
know someone is listening. It's my own fault. I should've gotten his phone
number or picture or something. He could be gone forever. Or right under
my nose, and I wouldn't even know it. *Punk 57 is a stand alone New Adult
romance. It is suitable for ages 18+.
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The Sinful Ways of Jamie Mackenzie
Jennifer Ashley When in trouble, seek a Highlander ... Even if you pushed him
into a river ten years ago ... When Evie McKnight slams into Jamie
Mackenzie on a quay on Southampton, she ﬂashes back to the day she
accidentally knocked him into the river Cam. When she ﬁshed him out
again, he shocked her with a searing, bold kiss before walking away in
dripping wet shirt and kilt. Evie has no business reveling in memories of
Jamie then and the nearness of him now—she is betrothed to a respectable
man from a respectable and wealthy family. But Jamie appears everywhere
in London, assisting Evie and her sisters, becoming friends with her ﬁancé,
and agreeing to be drawn into the heist Evie has planned in order to save
her best friend’s father from ruin. The son and heir of Ian Mackenzie, Jamie
has roamed the world encountering adventure after adventure, and now
he’s back home to settle down as he promised his family. But Jamie is
restless, searching for something he can’t seem to ﬁnd, trying to live up to
his potential as the son of a genius. When he sees Evie again, he knows
what he’s been striving for, and he is not going to let the trivial matter of
her betrothal to a dull stick and the fact that she wants to break into the
British Museum put him oﬀ. Jamie is Ian Mackenzie’s son all right—he’ll use
all the Mackenzie determination and adroitness to prove that she is for
him, and he for her.

Primal Bonds
A Shifters Unbound Novel
Penguin Collared and controlled, Shifters are outcast from humanity. But
waiting within are passions that no collar can contain in this novel in the
New York Times bestselling Shifters Unbound series. When a female Shifter
comes to town seeking refuge, feline Shifter Sean Morrissey claims the
new arrival, expecting a submissive little she-wolf. Instead, he ﬁnds a
beautiful woman who looks him straight in the eye without fear, stirring
the mating frenzy within him. As a half-Fae, half-Shifter, Andrea Gray is
used to looking out for herself. But in order to relocate to a new
Shiftertown and escape an unwanted mate claim, Andrea must accept a
new mate. A Guardian seems as good a candidate as any, but Andrea’s
intense attraction to Sean is something she never expected—and a perilous
complication for a woman with a troubled past.

Hot and Badgered
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A Honey Badger Shifter Romance
Kensington Books The “hot and humorous” debut of the action-packed
shapeshifter series from the New York Times bestselling author of the
Pride novels (USAToday.com). It’s not every day that a beautiful naked
woman falls out of the sky and lands face-ﬁrst on grizzly shifter Berg
Dunn’s hotel balcony. Deﬁnitely they don’t usually hop up and demand his
best gun. Berg gives the lady a grizzly-sized t-shirt and his cell phone, too,
just on style points. And then she’s gone, taking his XXXL heart with her.
By the time he ﬁgures out she’s a honey badger shifter, it’s too late. Honey
badgers are survivors. Brutal, vicious, ill-tempered survivors. Or maybe
Charlie Taylor-MacKilligan is just pissed that her useless father is trying to
get them all killed again—and won’t even tell her how. Protecting her little
sisters has always been her job, and she’s not about to let some pesky
giant grizzly protection specialist with a network of every shifter in
Manhattan get in her way. Wait. He’s trying to help? Why would he want to
do that? He’s cute enough that she just might let him tag along—that is, if
he can keep up . . . Praise for Shelly Laurenston and the Honey Badger
Chronicles “When it comes to combining oﬀbeat humor and mayhem, it is
tough to beat Laurenston.”—RT Book Reviews “Laurenston delights . . .
Zany, sarcastic humor . . . Familiar, well-developed characters and full
immersion into the universe make this a must-read for a new and returning
readers alike.”—Publishers Weekly “Pure, unadulterated fun. It’s ten
pounds of bursting-at-the-seams excitement in a ﬁve-pound
bag.”—Bookpage

Goodbye Unicorns
Based on a True Story.
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform "Goodbye, unicorns." "What?" My
heart dropped. "What?" was a stupid question. I knew exactly what she
meant. Still, it was hardly the kind of thing I expected to hear a sevenyear-old girl mumble as she headed out her bedroom door for what would
probably be the last time. To an onlooker, it might make sense. Her room
was, in fact, a pink and purple web of horned horses she'd spent more than
half her life believing in. But I knew the rest of the story. And her words
told me this was worse than a kid ﬁnding out about Santa. 'Goodbye
unicorns' wasn't happening. Not on my watch. The true story of a little girl
looking to ﬁnd a new faith in the world after losing her mother to the drug
epidemic, Goodbye Unicorns is a story of love, loss, rebuilding, and what it
takes to restore magic for a kid has no reason to believe it exists... Could
you have faith again?
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Lone Wolf
Penguin Ellison Rowe is a wolf Shifter who has embraced all things Texas.
He's a cowboy through and through, complete with a Texas drawl, cowboy
hat, and well-worn cowboy boots. He's also lonely, though he feels
obligated to look after his sister who is recovering from a hit-and-run
accident that has left her striving to control her feral tendencies. Enter
Maria, a human woman taking refuge with the Shifters, who volunteers to
look after the cubs and help Ellison’s sister. Maria too is recovering from a
haunted past—she was kidnapped and held hostage by a rogue Shifter and
then disowned by her family when she was set free. Now she’s on her own,
but determined to put her life back together and leave Shiftertown for
good. But someone is attempting to abduct Shifter cubs, and Maria and
Ellison know they must stop him. As Maria works with Ellison to track down
the kidnapper, she ﬁnds her heart slowly awakening once more. And Ellison
realizes that Maria may be just the one to bring light back into his life…
THIS SIXTEEN CHAPTER, 43,000 WORD NOVELLA INCLUDES A PREVIEW OF
THE UPCOMIING SHIFTERS UNBOUND NOVEL, TIGER MAGIC

How To Marry a Millionaire Vampire
Harper Collins So what if he's a bit older and usually regards a human female
as dinner, not a dinner date? Yes, Roman Draganesti is a vampire, but a
vampire who lost one of his fangs sinking his teeth into something he
shouldn't have. Now he has one night to ﬁnd a dentist before his natural
healing abilities close the wound, leaving him a lop–sided eater for all
eternity. Things aren't going well for Shanna Whelan either...After
witnessing a gruesome murder by the Russian maﬁa, she's next on their hit
list. And her career as a dentist appears to be on a downward spiral
because she's afraid of blood. When Roman rescues her from an
assassination attempt, she wonders if she's found the one man who can
keep her alive. Though the attraction between them is immediate and hot,
can Shanna conquer her fear of blood to ﬁx Roman's fang? And if she does,
what will prevent Roman from using his fangs on her...

Wild Things
Shifters Unbound
Jennifer Ashley Wolf Shifter Mason McNaughton is tired of the crazy feral
living in his house, endangering him, his brothers, and his sweet auntie
Cora. Ferals are Shifters who’ve reverted to the wild stage, forgetting all
about the joys of pizza and satellite TV. Not to mention, Mason is sick of
waking up to the feral’s rampages, one of which nearly killed him. The feral
has been given sanctuary, so Mason can’t throw him out—the only thing to
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do is to ﬁnd a way to cure him. The problem is, Shifter healers—elusive,
Goddess-touched Shifters who have the healing gift—are few and far
between. Mason volunteers to go in search of one, and is sent to a psychic
in New Orleans who might have an idea of where to start looking. Mason
doesn’t believe in psychics, but Jasmine, the psychic in question, seems to
at least put on a good show. Jasmine believes in Shifters all right, but she
vowed to never have anything to do with them again. The easiest way to
get rid of the growly Lupine, Mason, is to help him, but Jasmine never
dreams what that help will drag her into.

Mate Claimed
Penguin Collared and controlled, Shifters are outcast from humanity, forced
to live in Shiftertowns. But waiting within are passions that no Collar can
contain… As a wildcat Shifter and leader of his Shiftertown, Eric Warden
knows his own kind. When he sees Iona Duncan, he realizes that although
she appears human she is a half-Shifter wildcat living without a Collar—and
that if she doesn’t acknowledge her true nature and her mating hunger, it
may kill her… Iona ﬁnds the mysterious and powerful Eric alluring, even
though she has vowed never to reveal her Shifter side, lest her mother pay
the price for hiding her all these years. But her mating hunger is rising,
and with Eric so close, she may not be able to resist…and her desire may
lead to the very doom they are ﬁghting to deny…

Guardian's Mate
Penguin The New York Times bestselling author of White Tiger returns as
primal desire draws two lone shifters into each other’s arms... She wasn’t
ready to lead... Chosen as the Guardian of her Montana Shiftertown, wolf
Shifter Rae Lyall is facing opposition—for no woman has ever been selected
for this powerful position. Still adjusting to the new authority thrust upon
her, Rae travels to train with Zander Moncrieﬀ, a Shifter healer, tasked
with teaching her about her new role and its responsibilities. He wasn’t
ready to love... A polar bear Shifter, Zander wears no Collar and follows no
rules but his own. Rae ﬁnds him arrogant and demanding, yet compelling
and intriguing. Zander has no wish to mate but the sassy Guardian is
drawing him out of his shell, stirring feelings long suppressed. And when a
new threat looms over Rae’s home, she and Zander must race to the
rescue, forced closer to danger...and to each other.

Bitten
Vintage Canada An erotically charged, addictive thriller from the future
queen of suspense. Living in Toronto for a year, Elena is leading the normal
life she has always dreamed of, including a stable job as a journalist and a
nice apartment shared with her boyfriend. As the lone female werewolf in
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existence, only her secret midnight prowls and her occasional inhuman
cravings set her apart. Just one year ago, life was very diﬀerent. Adopted
by the Pack when bitten, Elena had spent years struggling with her
resentment at having her life stolen away. Torn between two worlds, and
overwhelmed by the new passions coursing through her body, her only
option for control was to deny her awakening needs and escape. But now
the Pack has called Elena home to help them ﬁght an alliance of renegade
werewolves who are bent on exposing and annihilating the Pack. And
although Elena is obliged to rejoin her "family," she vows not to be swept
up in Pack life again, no matter how natural it might feel. She has made
her choice. Trouble is, she's increasingly uncertain if it's the right one. An
erotically charged thriller, Bitten will awaken the voracious appetite of
every reader, as the age-old battle between man and beast, between
human and inhuman forces, comes to a head in one small town and within
one woman's body.

Sheltered
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Blair Rosewood is preparing for
her ﬁrst day at her new job. She left her trailer park town to go to college
and make something of herself. Now she's in Charleston, South Carolina
surrounded by people with money and she's going to have to keep up. She
hasn't exactly ended up where she wanted, but she's going to make the
best of it. But one night everything changes. Suddenly she's taken from all
that she knows and is being held captive by a man who is beyond obsessed
with her. He's created a paradise for her with no escape, and he won't
allow an inch of space between them. How can he know so much about
her? How can he look at her like he owns her? How can his big hands hold
her captive yet be so gentle? How can she resist? Warning: She's been
captured by a beast who refuses to let go of what he wants. But this
brooding alpha has secrets of his own, and he'll do everything he can to
protect her from them.

Wild Cat
Penguin Heartbroken from the death of her mate three years ago, Shifter
Cassidy Warden is tracking down his mysterious killer-one who could bring
danger to all Shifters. But Detective Diego Escobar rekindles the ﬂames of
her mating desire. And once the ﬁres begin, nothing and no one can put
them out...
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